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Engineering and Technology
Engineering and Technology covers civil, mechanical, electrical and electronic engineering, chemical 
technology, manufacturing, building and construction, transportation, mining, military and nautical 
engineering, wine technology, industrial chemicals and nanotechnology. The processing of a range of 
primary products and the manufacture of items from primary products and home economics are also 
included.

Collection overview
Engineering material is generally collected for the non-professional at a basic information level, 
although there are a number of areas where the collection aims to maintain historical strengths 
developed in the 19th and 20th centuries, with an emphasis on the history of technology and invention. 
There is an overall emphasis on material relevant to Australian conditions, and works relating to 
Victoria are collected comprehensively.

A special attempt is made to collect material relating to small-scale, alternative, self-directed 
technology, or that aimed at the hobbyist. Collecting concentrates on areas of technology which are of 
current public interest or which have significant social implications.

Collection strengths

Industrial exhibitions and patents
Collecting emphasises works that supplement the Library’s historical collection of 19th-century 
international exhibition catalogues. A comprehensive historical collection of 19th-century Victorian 
patents, and of Australian patents from 1904, is complemented by collections of historical Australian 
Trade Mark and Design Registrations, British patents from 1617 to the 1990s, and United States 
patents from 1920 to 1999. Current collecting is maintained by linking to current intellectual 
property registrations websites.

Current collecting of Australian Standards, Codes of Practice and Design Rules is provided by 
subscription to online databases. Historical print collections of Australian and British Standards exist 
for the 20th century.

Printing
This is collected at an intermediate level relevant for graduate study and to augment the Library’s 
focus on the history of the book and rare book collections of early printing.

Military and nautical engineering
This includes historical collections of 19th-century ordnance and government publications, aspects 
of weapons technology, and boat building, seamanship and navigation in Australian conditions. 
Collecting is at an intermediate level with military technology complementing the Library’s collecting 
in the area of war and the world wars of the 20th century.

Alternative energy
This is collected at an intermediate level and emphasises material that covers solar, wind, wave, 
geothermal and other areas of renewable energy sources and technologies for mitigating climate-
change effects and small-scale energy solutions.



Automotive engineering
Collecting supplements the historical collection strengths in motor car repair manuals and a 
historical automotive periodical collection. Collecting emphasises biographies and the history of 
automotive technology and developments in other transportation technologies.

Chemical engineering
Collecting in chemical engineering and related technologies is at a basic level and includes food and 
beverage technologies and those areas with small-business applications.

Overall reference material is collected extensively, with an emphasis on Australian manufacturing 
trade directories and product catalogues, and up-to-date guides to electronics and engineering.

Material not generally collected
•  material aimed at the broad mass-market or large manufacturing enterprises
•  highly specialised treatments of subjects
•  specialised, hard-copy abstracting and indexing publications
•  journals directed at academic researchers and the tertiary education sector
•   textbooks covering narrow specialist areas of engineering and technology, unless received through 

legal deposit.


